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Quick Start Card

Procedure
    Ready to Attach    
Connector to Faucet 

Ready for Filtered 
             Water

Replacing
 the filter

Identify Your Faucet

Your aerator installation kit includes :

OUTSIDE THREAD

INSIDE THREAD

Step 

Step 

Step Step Step Step 

Step 

1
A1

A2

Important: The aerator has a rubber washer that can get stuck to the
 metal faucet. Be sure to remove rubber washer from the faucet.

Clear2O aerator Two different sized adapters each with a rubber washer.

Rubber washer

Adapters

FRONT VIEW

TOP  VIEW

Faucet with Outside Thread

Faucet with Inside Thread

Install                   aerator
       to your faucet.
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TMRNote: You will only need to use the           aerator for this procedure.

Make sure the adapter has the rubber
washer in place. If not, insert rubber washer 
into adapter.

Once you have the adapter that fits onto
your faucet, screw onto faucet.

Tighten adapter in place.

Once adapter is secure, screw wide end of the 
                aerator onto adapter with permanent
rubber washer in place.

Never remove the rubber washers from the 
                aerator.

Grip connector with one hand and with free hand,
push down outer ring.

Once in place, release outer ring to secure.

Identify and remove your faucet’s aerator.
If your faucet has an aerator, unscrew it as shown below 
in figure A1 and A2 ( Your aerator may look different )

Turn faucet to cold water.

Once the pitcher is filled with desired amount of water, again
push down outer ring and then pull down connector to 
disconnect from the faucet.

Wipe the quick connector hose to dry.

When finished, insert quick- connect hose into storage 
compartment.

Keep new faucet adapter attached in place.

TIP: If you need a longer hose you can
extend it by 18” with the 
Quick Connect Hose Extender.

Available on www.clear2o.com.

Your               pitcher has an intelligent Filter indicator built into the filter
cover that automatically activates to the flow meter indicator and resets it
every time you install a new filter. 

Making it easy to know exactly when to replace the filter.

To remove the filter, lift the lid and open the lid .

Turn the bar on the filter counter clockwise to the unlocked position. Keep 
turning the bar until filter is released.

Pull out the filter and discard.

Important:  You must use municipally treated / private well,
potable water.

Never use hot water ( above 85 F )

Keeping outer ring in the down position, place connector
under the faucet and push it up onto the faucet to fit
securely in place.

Important :   To avoid damage to the faucet connector,
you must push down the outer ring before pushing up the
connector onto the faucet.

Open the faucet enough so that water flows
 through the hose.

Important: To avoid overflow, do not use too much
water pressure.

Fill the pitcher to the MAX line. Do not overfill.

Discard the first 3 pitchers of filtered water to
flush the system.

Model No. CWX100

Good for 40 Gallons Good for 10 more Gallons Replace filter
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